
Subject: Proposal: quick search inside topic
Posted by Mindtraveller on Thu, 08 Oct 2009 17:29:10 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Search feature was discussed a number of times yet it is currently helps finding needed articles.
But the problem is that most articles are very big and it is hard to find actual word inside it.
My idea was taken from Chrom with slightly correcting it to make search IMO even more
comfortable.

OK, that is what to be added when one is opening article with word found:
1) Lines are added to the scrollbar which help quickly scroll to one of found words
2) The word itself is highlighted yellow
3) The line containing selected word is highlighted light yellow which is much closer to white
background
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Subject: Re: Proposal: quick search inside topic
Posted by koldo on Thu, 08 Oct 2009 19:55:35 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Yes !!!!!!      

I fully agree

Subject: Re: Proposal: quick search inside topic
Posted by Mindtraveller on Fri, 09 Oct 2009 17:06:52 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

A little post scriptum on one of my proposals.
Pressing Ctrl+left click now goes to declaration/definition of word. And it is cool! (using it largely)
But IMO it lacks visual support so I propose, when user holds Ctrl, making word under mouse
cursor blue+underline (like hyperlink). This will be really awesome.

Also I'd like to ask making Ctrl+Left / Ctrl+Right to be sensitive to national symbols. I.e. when I
move through string constant or comment written in Russian, I can't move between words: cursor
jumps into nearest english character. So it would be good to make jumping between words
sensitive to national alphabet.

Thank you in forward.
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